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Abstract

2.

Design of Multi-endpoint MPI Runtime

State-of-the-art MPI libraries rely on locks to guarantee
thread-safety. This discourages application developers from
using multiple threads to perform MPI operations. In this
paper, we propose a high performance, lock-free multiendpoint MPI runtime, which can achieve up to 40% improvement for point-to-point operation and one representative collective operation with minimum or no modiﬁcations
to the existing applications.

2.1

Lock-free Communication Routines

1.

In order to achieve lock-free communication routines, we
identify the following two critical components that need to
be re-designed according to multi-threading requirements:
Request Handling: Instead of sharing the same request
memory region across different threads with locks, our proposed design pre-allocates request memory objects according to the number of threads that would be able to call MPI
functions. Each thread is associated with a thread-ID as a
thread local storage parameter (LST). Any request-related
operations should access the corresponding request memory
object according to a speciﬁc thread-ID.
Communication Resources Management: In order to
launch send/receive operations without lock protection, the
proposed multi-treading runtime establishes necessary connection resources according to the number of endpoints.
These resources are stored in the form of a table. An
Endpoint-ID serves as the index key for accessing the table. Particularly, the communication resources instantiate
the concept of endpoint in the proposed runtime.
Based on the proposed multi-endpoint runtime, we are
able to remove locks in the critical routines. However, it is
not straight-forward to deliver the beneﬁts of multi-endpoint
runtime to applications. It is necessary to explore design
alternatives to provide the beneﬁts of the proposed multiendpoint runtime to real applications, in a transparent manner, or with minimal modiﬁcations.

Introduction

MPI/OpenMP hybrid programming model is widely regarded as suitable model for scaling parallel applications on
emerging multi-/many-core computing architectures. In this
model, applications can be deployed with one MPI process
per compute node or CPU socket, with OpenMP “threads”
running on other compute cores to accelerate computation.
However, previous studies demonstrated that there are several challenges associated with combining these two models
(MPI and OpenMP) to fully leverage the performance beneﬁts of a hybrid model [2–4, 6]; including overhead from
locks and waste of communication/computation resources.
It is important to design a new MPI runtime and understand
its impact in accelerating MPI/OpenMP hybrid applications
on modern multi-core systems. In this paper, we propose
a high performance, lock-free multi-endpoint MPI runtime
and discuss how to deliver its beneﬁts to applications for
point-to-point and collective operations.

2.2
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Optimization for Point-to-Point Operations

In the master-only model, MPI non-blocking send/receive
operations are called after the OpenMP threads joined, or
only the master thread makes MPI function calls through
“pragma omp master” directive. Simple modiﬁcations are
required for such programs in order to take advantage of the
proposed multi-endpoint runtime. The application developers only need to add OpenMP pragma, “pragma omp parallel”, outside of the MPI functions with the original input
parameters. Inside the runtime, the number of endpoints E
for communication requests is decided by the message size,
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the original message of size n. Threads that are not assigned
with a communication task just bypass and wait at the barrier
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This section discusses our initial study of multi-endpoint
based algorithm optimizations for the pair-wise exchange
based MPI Alltoallv operation, with no modiﬁcation to applications.
Pair-wise exchange algorithm is widely utilized to implement the MPI Alltoallv operation. p − 1 send/receive operations are required for every MPI rank with p processes. In
the single-endpoint runtime, all the send/receive requests are
handled by a single thread. The multi-endpoint runtime can
optimize the algorithm by distributing these requests among
a set of endpoints. In the new algorithm, all the p MPI ranks
can be divided into E groups, where E is the number of active endpoints. In each node, the thread with Endpoint-ID
equal to Group ID operates as the “receiver”; and, all the
threads should perform as “sender” to the destinations with
a Group ID equal to the Endpoint-ID of the “sender”. The
new “Group” algorithm successfully distributes the send requests from a single endpoint across multiple endpoints.
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Figure 2. Evaluations: alltoallv
3.2

Collective Micro-Benchmark Evaluations

We compare our multi-endpoint optimized “Group” algorithm, with the process-based alltoallv operation (“orig”)
in Figure 2. The multi-endpoint runtime automatically adjusts the number of active endpoints according to the predeﬁned tuning table. The multi-endpoint runtime (“mep”)
can achieve 30% improvement for small messages, which
is mainly from the overlapped send startup time. For large
messages, the new runtime can achieve up to 14% improvement from a better utilization of network bandwidth.

4.

Conclusions and Future Work

We implement the new design based on MVAPICH2 1.9 [5]
and use it for the comparison. We carry out the evaluations
on the “Stampede” computing system from TACC [1]. Each
compute node includes two Xeon E5-2680 processors with
a total of 16 cores and 32GB memory per node. Nodes are
interconnected with Mellanox FDR InﬁniBand. We use 256
compute nodes (4,096 cores) for collective evaluations.

This paper proposed an initial study of a lock-free, multiendpoint runtime for MPI/OpenMP hybrid applications on
emerging multi-core systems. This design can efﬁciently accelerate hybrid parallel applications with minimal modiﬁcations for point-to-point and no modiﬁcation for collective operations. Preliminary results show that our framework
can improve the performance of point-to-point and collective
operations by up to 40% with 256 compute nodes (4,096
cores). For future work, we plan to investigate our multiendpoint runtime design for heterogeneous architectures and
explore more efﬁcient collective algorithms based on the
multi-endpoint design.
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References

3.

Experimental Results

Point-to-Point Micro-Benchmark Evaluations

We compare the performance across different numbers of
active endpoints with the default single-endpoint runtime in
Figure 1. The best number of active endpoints varies according to message size. The multi-endpoint optimization can reduce the latency of the master-only mode by up to 40%. A
tuning table inside the multi-endpoint runtime is conﬁgured
according to the evaluation results. It helps the runtime to
choose the most suitable number of active endpoints according to the message size.
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